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The newest class of
Texas Zeta Phikeias
stands together
during our annual
parent’s weekend
luncheon, held at Joe
T Garcia’s Mexican
Restaurant.

Soon to be Initiated – the 2013 pledge class
My role in within Texas Zeta is to
grow and develop our new
members based on Phi Delta
Theta’s three cardinal principals. I
have worked to accomplish this by
incorporating the following aspects,
which
I
have
implemented
throughout this past semester.
- Arch McIntosh (1282)
Phikeia Educator

Friendship:
- This group of young men will
grow socially through a pledge
class retreat, date-nights with
different sororities, philanthropic
events, and more.

Sound Learning:

Moral Rectitude:

- We have completely changed the
expectations of our new members
in academia. Our goal is a 4.0
GPA. Setting the bar low at the
bare minimum 2.5 GPA that it
takes to get initiated is simply poor
leadership. Study hall is held every
night from 7pm-10pm. I have had
several phikeias come to my house
during that time to study and get
advice on how to stay organized as
well. I also keep a detailed record
of all their academic schedules and
grades, which I check up on weekly
in order to keep all Phikieas
accountable for.

- This year, I have implemented a
new 1-hour community service
requirement every week for each
member of the pledge class. A
philanthropy chair was elected
within the new class and assists the
other
members
in
finding
philanthropy
to
work
at
consistently throughout the entire
semester. This is an excellent way
to give back to our community and
develop
strong
long-term
relationships.
- We have also created a pledge
class Bible study for those who
would like to grow spiritually.

- The new pledge class is also
tested over their Phikeia manual
every week in order to grow and
learn about our culture and
organization that has been instilled
throughout the chapter.
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Whole Man
Scholarship

Upcoming Events

Dinner hosted at
the Reata

• Spring Alumni Event:

Restaurant in
Downtown Fort

o Location and details TBD

Worth last

• Spring Founder’s Day
Dinner:

Alumni Relations

o Legionnaire ceremony

As the fall semester draws to a

Phi Delta Theta. The Whole Man

o Location and details TBD

closing, it is again time to reflect
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Texas Zeta.

Since becoming

three outstanding individuals for
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their generosity to Texas Zeta. Mr.
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W.L. Gray, Mr. Paul Price, and Mr.

meet some great alumni, as well as
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Texas Zeta to become the first Phi
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Delta Theta chapter in the nation to
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send three fully funded chapter

• Phikeia Initiation:
o Sunday November 24, 2013
at 2:00pm
o Texas Zeta Chapter House
•

February.

Monthly Alumni Luncheon:
o Fort Worth: The Original
o Contact Warren York (’62)
at wtyork@charter.net or at
(817) 731-8281 if interested
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– Dillon W. Cook (1249)
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In Memoriam of our Texas Zeta Brothers
John Perry Northern is remembered as being a true representation of a Texas
gentleman, a family man, and everyone’s best friend. In an interview with
fellow Brother, Mr. Tom Hill, I had the privilege of learning more about Mr.
Northern and the impact that he had on a great friend of his, as well as on all
of his fraternity brothers. Mr. Northern pledged Phi Delta Theta in the fall of
1966 and quickly became known for his selflessness and having the natural
ability to make friends and bring groups of people together. Mr. Hill
explained to me that the question, “what’s Northern doing this weekend?”
seemed to be the question that everyone was always asking when looking for
entertainment. Always staying involved with Phi Delt during his college

John Perry Northern

career and throughout his life, Mr. Northern was known to his friends as
the prankster and promoter of fun entertainment. Whether he was

January 1, 1948 – February 10, 2013

planning road trips with fellow Brothers or gluing somebody’s shoes to their floor, Mr. Northern seemed to always
be able to add in an element of surprise and enjoyment. His selflessness of being everyone’s best friend remained
with him throughout the remainder of his life and he is remembered as being a poet, an active church member,
entrepreneur, avid golfer and TCU supporter, and football enthusiast to all of those who knew him.

Thomas Boone Pickens IV, better known as Ty, was someone who
was able to always find the best in people, and could make light of
any situation. He was a modern day philosopher, someone who
lived the meaning of the Bond, and held friendship, family, and
God above all else. Though his life was taken from him too soon, in
the spring of last year, he still continues to inspire and connect the
members of Texas Zeta in more ways then one. In honor of him,
and the inspiration he instills in all of us day-in-day-out, Texas Zeta
added an additional philanthropic event in his honor. We proceeded

Thomas Boone Pickens IV
September 13, 1991 – January 29, 2013

to create a soccer tournament called Phifa World Cup, which
benefitted an organization being created by Ty’s father. The organization, Dads Against Deadly Drugs (DADDs),
focuses towards raising awareness and creating legislation to better protect and prosecute those who have a
connection with someone passing away from the use of drugs. With the help and support of the TCU campus, and
the brotherhood of our chapter, we were able to place an event together in a rather short amount of time to be able to
create one of our more successful philanthropy events we have ever held.
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Texas Zeta Across Campus
Junior active member, Will Brandt has been accepted into the Greek National Honor society at TCU through both
his continued hard work and vision of a leader. Texas Zeta has recognized Will for his exceptional work ethic,
which has enabled him to become the only member of Texas Zeta to receive this award from TCU. Tye Thompson,
our chapter scholarship chairman, sat down with Will for an interview this past week to get some additional insight.

Q: “What does your acceptance into Order of Omega mean to you?”
A: “It means a lot. I think it reflects my work ethic and shows that I want to
make something of my time here at TCU. It also feels good to be
recognized for the hard work I’ve put in.”
Q: “What are you majoring in?”
A: “I’m currently a finance major, and it seems like a great program. The business school in general does a great job
preparing its students for the real world, and I’m excited to apply what I’m learning now to real life in a couple of
years.”
Q: “Do you know what it is you want to do once you get out into the real world?”
A: “It’s hard to have that kind of stuff planned out, but I’d like to be on Wall Street at some point involved in the
stock exchange. As long as I can keep my grades strong, I know it can become a reality one day.”

Phikeia

John

attempts

the

Williams
72oz

steak

challenge at Amarillo’s Big
Texan. He ate all but 19oz.
Phikeias help each other raise the
flags before the Texas tailgate.
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Letter from the Vice President
To the Alumni and Friends of Phi

Furthermore, our Executive Board

I am proud to say that Texas Zeta

Delta Theta,

remains dedicated to ensuring that

has improved greatly as well,

every member of Texas Zeta lives

including raising our cumulative

up to our three main Cardinal

GPA as well as increased our

Principles - Friendship, Sound

community

Learning and Moral Rectitude. We

over the three years that I have

as the leaders of Texas Zeta

been a member, it is clear to see

continually work to improve our

vast improvements in these areas

members

and I know that we will continue

Another semester is finally under
way and I am pleased to say that
we have had another successful
summer recruitment. The young
men of our newest pledge class
have already begun to prove their
eagerness to join the chapter by
learning about the Fraternity and
by frequently volunteering for
community

service. Through

adapting

an

system,

they

updated
all

Pledge

continually

improve themselves weekly.

through

responsibility

and

increasing
the

involvement.

Just

overall

to improve. The future of Phi

communication amongst all of our

Delta Theta, Texas Zeta looks

members. We have continued to

very bright indeed.

focus on looking forward and
making Texas Zeta stronger for all
of the upcoming generations.

Yours in the Bond,
William C. Wilson, Jr. (1245)

Texas Zeta hosted the University of Texas on October 26th where after six hours of play and a lengthy rain delay, the
Longhorns unfortunately pulled off a 30-7 victory against the TCU Horned Frogs. On a more positive note, this was
our largest tailgate turnout ever with over 1,000 visitors throughout the game.
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Letter from the President
Last semester and this summer have been a great success. The Texas Zeta chapter has matured and the
leadership on the executive committee truly has done their best to leave the chapter better than it was when they
inherited it. With the executive committee, Phi Delta Theta has managed to lie out a strategic plan to increase our
reputation on campus as well as nationally. With plans for new housing being formulated, Texas Zeta must do
everything we can to make sure that our future members have the best house on campus, in the best location possible.
When campus decides on the new housing preferences, they will score us based on damages to the house, GPA, and
general involvement on campus. With that being said, Texas Zeta as a whole is doing everything we can to improve in
these areas.
Socially, we continue to thrive and host events that are always a good time and produce strong turnouts. In addition,
every home game Texas Zeta hosts a tailgate located in the Brachman Dorm’s parking lot, in the Greek and we
encourage Alumni of all ages to stop by and meet some of the new potential members as well as current actives.
In terms of academics, our GPA continues to climb. From the fall semester we have moved from a 2.6 to just shy of a
3.0. The ranking among fraternal men in this new range is very competitive and if we are able to rise above a 3.0
during this fall semester we could be looking to takeover the number three spot on campus in terms of top GPA.
Increasing our rank that high would be a first in quite some time for Texas Zeta and moving our GPA up was one of
the executive committee’s original goals when we all took over office last semester.
If you have any questions, comments or concerns in regard to Texas Zeta, please do not hesitate to contact our new
President, Curtis Loeffel at Curtis.Loeffel@tcu.edu.
- Wilson Bauer (1267)

Next Issue
Texas Christian University
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
TCU P.O. Box 294525
Fort Worth, TX 76129
http://www.tcuphidelt.com/home

Distinguished Alumni,
Texas Zeta would love to hear where our graduated Brothers
have ended up in life. If any alumni would be interested in
sending us a note with any updated information, news, what
they are currently doing, or just some old fraternity stories,
we would be more than happy to add it in our next issue.
Please contact our new alumni relations chairman directly at,
Peter.Gresback@tcu.edu. YITB.
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Phikeia Introductions

New Leadership Positions for 2014
President

Vice President

Treasurer

Curtis Loeffel

Sam Douglas

Will Brandt

Curtis.Loeffel@tcu.edu

Sam.Douglass@tcu.edu

W.Brandt@tcu.edu

(512) 536-0339

(361) 658-9477

(512) 350-9899

Rush Chairman

Alumni Realtions

Phikeia Educator

James Ringer

Peter Gresback

Patrick Williams

James.Ringer@tcu.edu

Peter.Gresback@tcu.edu

P.T.Williams@tcu.edu

(214) 668-0279

(214) 729-0508

(830) 370-7615

